Tri-M
Attendance:
Kendrew Van Gorder
Gloria Kelley
Abby Kelley
Gabby Link
Breaux Higgins
Hannah Edgecomb
Ben Watson
Kevin Elk
Will Miller
Josh Bloom
Delaney Smith
Bonnie Snyder
Emily Homer
Ben Hagle
Lydia Reifsnyder
Chelsea Shchroeder
Late:
Megan Howell (ex)
Thistle Swann
Mary Ellen Sharp
Pierce Vincenty
Absent:
Lucas Wood (ex)
Annie Painter (ex)
Emma Forthofer (ex)
Kit Gurin
Nathan Vonder Haar
Ethan Craigo
Jack Sasner
“We’re starting five minutes late. Put it on the record.” - Remy 7:19
Welcome new members!
Middle School Letters:
• Those are important. We are sending them soon.
• Be positive.
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This year we’ve figured out how Tri-M works. Last year, we just became Tri-M.
“It was just Lucas saying “what is this?”, two or three people getting mad, and then someone
leaving. Now we have a cabinet and no money.” -Remy, 7:23
Some schools make it super rigorous and secretive, but we’re doing the opposite of that.
Middle school letters are due in a week. We will be getting the names today, hopefully.
• If they’re from the same school make sure they’re pretty different.
• We’ll try to match instruments - do your best.
Cabinet:
• How do we elect officials?
• The same way we did this year, where you write your thing, we vote and then Remy and
Bronwyn interview.
• It should be more transparent. -Ben H.
• We need politics points.
• Reverse the process? - interview first, eliminate dinguses, then we vote and see what
happens.
• We need guidelines:
• Do you have to be a senior to be president?
• Could you have two years? yes, but you have to be voted both times.
• Anyone can run for an office, you run twice, but you have to win. YES.
• In the future, we want this to be the music program cabinet, not just the Tri-M cabinet.
• Cabinet meetings, once a week-ish.
• Do seniors vote? YES.
• Is vice president just second place president? YES.
• What if they don’t get along? -If you’re running for office, you should be prepared to get
along with everyone.
• Declare your interest this week - email Mr. Remy.
• You can’t run for two positions.
“Clarinets are sending two delegates.”
Mr Remy really wants to work at taco bell.
“The only way I’m not last pick in the draft is if I’m the captain.” -Matt Cox, 7:49
Declare your interest in an email to Mr. Remy this week, and then he will release the
candidates next week.
May 6th: release candidates.
May 13th: essay due
May 20th: everything voted and decided - they start running/helping at meetings.
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Cleaning:
• We need another cleaning day.
• Mr. Remy feels good about momentum, and thinks the room should match that.
#bringcahsortrashback
Will is advertising a “merging art forms” thing YET AGAIN. You should do it. Maybe. Or not.
Whatever.
Freshman and sophomores are being dinguses in music study hall. If you see them
misbehaving you have Remy’s permission, not to be a jerk, but to tell them that’s now how we
do it here.

